Dynamic Threshold Optimization (DTO) adaptively "compresses" the decision space (DS) in a global search and optimization problem by bounding the objective function from below. This approach is different from "shrinking" DS by reducing bounds on the decision variables. DTO is applied to Schwefel's Problem 2.26 in 2 and 30 dimensions with good results. DTO is universally applicable, and the author believes it may be a novel approach to global search and optimization.
Problem Statement
In a bounded hyperspace }. The value of ) (x f r at each point x r is its "fitness."
Dynamic Threshold Optimization
DTO is conceptually quite simple. Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of how it works in a one-dimensional (1-D) DS. Objective function ) (x f is multimodal with many local maxima and a single global maximum, and the problem is to locate that maximum (coordinates and value). DTO bounds ) (x f from below using a series of successively increasing "thresholds," in effect compressing DS in the direction of the dependent variable (from "below") instead of, as is sometimes done, shrinking DS by reducing the independent variable's domain (from the "sides"). Locating the global maximum is easier in the compressed DS because unwanted local maxima are progressively filtered out as the "floor" (threshold) rises. Because DTO is a general geometric technique, it is algorithm-independent so that it can be used with any global search and optimization algorithm. Although DTO is described in the context of maximization, it can be applied to minimization with obvious modifications because ) pass, DTO changes the topology of the decision space being searched until a user-specified termination criterion is met (often maximum number of passes or fitness saturation). DTO pseudocode appears below:
How to set DTO's starting threshold and how it is updated are determined by the algorithm designer. One obvious starting value is the minimum fitness returned by ] [⋅ OPT , that is, min 0 f T = (which seems to be the best default choice). But updating the thresholds k T as DTO progresses is more problematic because of the floor's profound impact on compressing DS. More and more local maxima are removed from DS as the threshold rises, so that effectively sampling DS becomes progressively more difficult (the landscape becomes flatter and flatter). In the limit of the floor rising to a global maximum, DS collapses to a plane, and there is no information available for performing a search. How well DS can be explored thus becomes more of an issue as the threshold rises, and the search algorithm's exploration characteristics become very important. One approach to setting k T is shown in Figure 1 in which successive thresholds are set to the best returned fitness, * k k g T = , but this approach has not worked well in numerical tests because a good search algorithm often sets the threshold too high too early in the run. The 2-D example that follows employs a different approach, and it clearly illustrates the effect of flattening DS too much.
Algorithm DTO
is the location of the best overall fitness As an example of how it works, DTO was applied to Schwefel's Problem 2.26 in 2-D using Central Force Optimization (CFO). In an d N -dimensional decision space, this objective function is 
), where * F and min F , respectively, are the best and worst overall fitnesses returned through pass k . The coefficient 98 . 0 = th C in this case is included to keep the threshold far enough below the global maximum that the DS is not compressed into a plane. This formula for setting the threshold was chosen as much for its ability to illustrate the DTO concept (see plots below) as for its ability to produce good results, and there no doubt are countless other approaches to setting the threshold that will work better.
The number of CFO probes was initialized to 4 = p N , and it was doubled on each successive pass in order to enhance CFO's exploration. Each run comprised 25 = t N time steps. While CFO is an inherently deterministic search and optimization metaheuristic, in this case it was implemented with a random initial probe distribution (IPD) instead of the usual "Probe Line" IPD [2] . The reason for this change, again, was to enhance CFO's exploration in the progressively flatter DS. The complete Power Basic source code listing appears in the Appendix. Figure 2 shows how DTO compresses DS as its threshold increases. The objective function is plotted at each of the 10 passes. The first pass (no threshold) shows the Schwefel Problem 2.26's complex landscape. It is highly multimodal with many similar amplitude local maxima. As DTO progresses more and more of these maxima are filtered out because the DS floor is higher and higher relative to the single global maximum. At pass #8, for example, 16 local maxima are visible, whereas at thresholds #9 and 10, respectively, the number of maxima falls to 8 and to 3. On the last pass the global maximum is clearly visible on the right side of the plot. can be any global search and optimization routine, some combination of routines, different ones on successive DTO passes, or perhaps none at all. This observation raises the possibility of a new optimization approach that does not rely, as typically is the case, on a metaheuristic based on a metaphor drawn from Nature, or, for that matter, on any existing optimization methodology, heuristic or otherwise. Instead, it may be possible to develop a new optimization algorithm using only DTO's geometrical approach.
One possible approach might be to implement ]
as a group of quasirandom (QR) samplings of DS at each DTO threshold (any sampling scheme can be used, but QR is attractive because these sequences are deterministic). This approach is especially attractive because of its simplicity. The data in each group could be used to develop statistics characterizing DS's topology at that threshold. Those statistics, in turn, can provide a measure of the likelihood of locating maxima. As DTO's threshold moves up, any peak at or below the floor cannot be a global maximum (unless DS is compressed into a plane). As DS is progressively compressed, QR sampling will return more and more sample points on the floor, that is, points at which there is no maximum of any kind. Repeatedly sampling a given threshold develops a picture of where the current maxima (local and global) can be located. In the limit, every point on the floor would be visited, and the global maxima located precisely. Of course, only a finite number of runs can be made, but it seems likely that very good statistics could be developed fairly quickly as DTO's threshold increases. At a minimum, this approach should be able to provide a reliable estimate of the likelihood of locating global maxima.
Brian Hayes' excellent article on QR sequences [3] may provide a blueprint for a DTO-QR optimization algorithm. For example, the problem of determining the area of a leaf is analogous to computing the area under ) (x f r 's maxima (peaks) projected onto a particular DTO threshold. If the compressed DS is sampled (QR or otherwise),
estimates the probability of being within the peaks' projections ( th N and s N being the number of sampling points falling on the threshold and the total number of points, respectively). Repeating this procedure on each threshold a sufficient number of times builds confidence in the estimate. Contrary to what might be intuitive, the objective of this approach is to reduce this probability to zero as the threshold increases. Zero probability of being within the maxima's projections corresponds to the threshold being at a global maximum because DS has been compressed onto a plane. If this happens, as pointed out above, all information on the maximum's location is lost, so as DTO progresses information on where maxima are found must be preserved in order to determine the global maximum's coordinates.
Besides changing DS's topology from below, statistics gathered as described above may be useful in shrinking DS from the "sides," that is, truncating ) (x f r 's domain of definition to create a smaller search space that is more easily explored. This might be accomplished by grouping proximate sample points above the threshold, that is, points within the "footprints" (projections) of local maxima, and then breaking the domain into smaller regions containing each footprint. The likelihood of locating all footprints on a given threshold increases with the number of ] [⋅ OPT runs made at that threshold.
Of course, all of these remarks are pure speculation at this point. Whether or not implementing some of these ideas may lead to a new and effective optimization methodology is an open question. But DTO appears to hold enough promise to be investigated further. One approach might be to initialize DTO with a deterministic algorithm such as CFO with a Probe Line IPD, because it tends to converge quickly to the vicinity of global maxima, followed by QR-based exploration as described above (or possibly a stochastic algorithm) because of potentially improved exploration.
Conclusion
DTO appears to be an effective technique for adaptively changing the topology of the decision space in a multidimensional search and optimization problem. DTO should be useful with any search and optimization algorithm. Bounding DS from below removes local maxima, and as the threshold or "floor" is increased, more and more local maxima are eliminated. In the limit, DS collapses to a plane whose value ("height") corresponds to the value of the global maximum. In that case, DS contains no information as to the global maximum's location, but the maximum's value is known precisely. In order to preserve location information, the DTO threshold should not be set too high, thereby retaining enough structure for efficient DS exploration.
There are many unanswered questions concerning how DTO should be implemented. For example, there almost certainly are better ways to set the threshold than the simple linear scheme used here. Thresholds that are progressively closer together probably will work better. Another question arises in connection with what optimization algorithm should be used. Even though DTO is algorithm-independent, it may work best when different algorithms are combined to take advantage of their different strengths and weaknesses. For example, CFO, which is inherently deterministic, often converges very quickly to the vicinity of a global maximum (good exploitation). But its very determinism inhibits exploration in decision spaces with "sparse" structure (mostly planar, few local maxima). By contrast, stochastic algorithms (for example, PSO, ACO, or DE) exhibit better exploration, but they completely lack repeatability when implemented using the true random variables in their underlying equations (computed from probability distributions). Combining a deterministic algorithm used first with a stochastic one used later may provide better results by emphasizing exploitation early in the run and exploration later in the run. Or, in the case of CFO, it might be started deterministically and then switched to stochastic mode (recall that the CFO used here was stochastic for the 2-D Schwefel 2.26 and deterministic for the 30-D case). Another improvement might utilize "lateral" DS compression on one of DTO's thresholds. It may be possible in the DTO-compressed DS to reliably determine the global maximum's approximate location and, based on that information, shrink DS "from the sides" or "laterally" (reduce the domain of definition), making it easier to search the smaller DS. If DTO is a novel approach to optimization, as the author believes it is, then all of these possibilities merit consideration as fruitful areas of research, and the author hopes that this note will encourage such work.
The source code listing in the Appendix is available in electronic form upon request to the author; please email requests to rf2@ieee.org. '******************************************************************************** 
REDIM R(1 TO 1, 1 TO 2, 1 TO 1) : R(1,1,1) = 420.9687## : R(1,2,1) = 420.9687## ' MSGBOX("Schwefel("+STR$(R (1,1,1) )+","+STR$(R(1,2,1))+") ="+STR$(SCHWEFEL226(R(),2,1,1)))
IF DIR$("wgnuplot.exe") = "" THEN MSGBOX("WARNING! 'wgnuplot.exe' not found. Plots will not be displayed!") 'wgnuplot.exe is needed for on-screen plots UseFunction$ = "SCHWEFEL226" '"SGO" '"RASTRIGIN" '"SCHWEFEL226" '"SGO" '"RASTRIGIN" IF Nd% = 2 THEN MSGBOX("Returned best fitness this run = "+STR$(BestFitness)+CHR$(13)+" with "+STR$(TotalFunctionCalls&)+ _ " total function calls using "+STR$(Np%)+" probes"+CHR$(13)+" with "+A$) CALL TwoDplot("Fitness","Best Fitness","0.7","0.7","Time Step\n\n.",".\n\nBest Fitness(X)", _ "","","","","","","","","wgnuplot.exe"," with lines linewidth 2",PlotAnnotation$) 
' -------------------DISPLAY BEST FITNESS, SAVE BEST OVERALL FITNESS, PLOT FITNESS/AVG DISTANCE EVOLUTION --------------------
'---------------------------- SUB GetBestFitness(M(),'----------------------------------- SUB PlotBestFitnessEvolution(Nd%,END SUB 'PlotBestFitnessEvolution() '---------------------------------- SUB PlotAverageDistance(Nd%,
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This note is available online at http://arXiv.org/abs/1206.0414 (Cornell University Library). 
